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ix months in and I have hardly 

drawn breath. What with 

preparations for the exhibition, 

involvement in Scaling the Heights, a 

mini-crisis responding to plans for 

hydro schemes in Glen Etive and the 

Annual Dinner it has been all go. Well not quite, as I 

have managed a few hills. 

First, an apology is due for the poor quality of print 

in the August Newsletter. Editor Derek had ensured 

that the content was, as always, of a high standard. 

Due to escalating costs it had been decided to revert 

to the printer used some time ago. Unfortunately the 

paper selected by the printer, although the correct 

weight, was of inferior quality being too absorbent to 

reproduce quality images, something they should 

have realised. The ink ran and reproduction of 

contributors’ photographs was sub-standard. I can 

only apologise, particularly to the contributors. We 

have now changed our printer. 

The Munro Legacy Exhibition will run at Perth’s AK 

Bell Library from 5th March to 31st May 2019 and then 

at DMFF in November. Other locations are being 

sought. When agreeing to do this I had no idea how 

much work it would involve. Researching and 

developing suitable text, tracking down photographs 

of sufficient quality, sourcing artefacts, contacting 

lots of people and constantly chasing up leads takes 
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a lot of time. Fortunately member Norman McNab, 

an accomplished photographer, is helping me pull it 

all together. I would be lost without him. The 

centenary is an event well worth marking and an 

excellent opportunity for TMS to promote itself, so 

the quality has to be good. Three excellent speakers 

are lined up for the 2019 AGM which will be held at 

the exhibition’s location. The Scotsman has agreed to 

publish an article in their main newspaper to 

coincide with the anniversary of Munro’s death. 

Scaling the Heights will have been distributed by the 

time you read this - another initiative to mark the 

anniversary of Hugh Munro’s passing. Many were 

involved in the Heightings and all should be 

thanked. Particular thanks are due to Iain Robertson 

who ran the project through most of its duration and 

to Stewart Logan and Derek Sime who did most of 

the hard work involved in producing the book. 

Another initiative we intend is publication of a 

special edition Newsletter next April, very close to 

the anniversary date of 19th March 2019. Several 

Munro-themed articles have been promised and we 

also want to include several short articles from 

members reflecting on what Munroing has meant to 

them. All articles received will be placed in the 

Archive but the best, selected by the editor, will be 

included in the April 2019 Newsletter. 

There was a mini-crisis in July when the executive 

committee was belatedly advised of proposals for 

seven run-of-river hydro schemes in Glen Etive. The 

main concern was the cumulative impact of that 

number of schemes within a relatively short distance 

of each other in an outstanding, steep sided glen. 

Additionally, the Grampian Club, many of whose 

members are also our members, was distressed and 

angry at the impact and lack of consultation on one 

of the schemes which would severely affect their 

club hut at Inbhirfhaolain. After much midnight oil 

the committee formulated and agreed its responses 

and submitted them on time. These types of issues 

have arisen before where it is not practicable to 

canvas the, perhaps wide ranging, views of the 

Society’s members and form a consensus. We find it 

best to form a consensus of the committee and lodge 

objections, where agreed, in the committee’s name. 

The Annual Dinner on 27th October at the Grant 

Arms Hotel was a great success with 77 members 

and guests attending. Special thanks go to the tireless 

Anne Butler who did most of the arranging. 

I continued to get out during June and July but from 

August my walking was curtailed as I concentrated 

on the exhibition. Late June saw me back in Kintail 

climbing more of the North Cluanie hills and I had a 

splendid day on the South Cluanie ridge with Alex 

Thomson and a friend. It was very hot and turned 

into a slow-moving marathon. It was particularly sad 

to see the damage caused to Sgùrr a’ Mhaoraich by 

the construction of a small hydro scheme. I’m not 

against these schemes in principle but the damage 

caused at the construction stage through lack of care 

is often well beyond what is acceptable. I have never 

been fond of back-packing, the weight decreasing the 

enjoyment. However, I had a two-day trip over 

many of the Mamores in July, again with Alex and 

his friend Fiona, camping below Stob Coire a’ 

Chairn. The weather wasn’t great and the pack was 

heavy on very rough terrain but enjoyable for all 

that. Early October saw Alex and me back in the 

Mamores camping below Sgùrr Eilde Mòr. We 

picked off a couple of the Munros our weary legs 

couldn’t manage on the earlier trip. There was a sad 

incident when we came across a young stag in 

distress with a broken jaw. I contacted the stalker on 

return home but I suspect it suffered a lingering 

death. Even if we had the means we both admitted 

we couldn’t have brought ourselves to end its life. I 

attended the meets at Aultguish and Crianlarich 

where the run of bad weather of recent meets 

continued. I climbed Ben Wyvis and its tops at 

Aultguish. It was so wild, windy and wet that I wore 

two anoraks. At breakfast the next day I was told an 

owl with a broken wing had found safety under my 

car’s bonnet. Most of the company left me as they 

headed for the hills with ribald comments of ‘what a 

hoot’. Fortunately Charles Murray helped me to 

establish that the owl had moved on. Along with the 

stag a reminder of how hard it can be to survive in 

the wild.  

Finally, I fitted 

in a walk to the 

Whangie with 

my son Stuart 

and 5 year-old 

granddaughter 

Melanie - her 

first hill walk 

and she 

revelled in it.  

 

A future member, perhaps. 
 

TMS 
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nother year flies past and it’s December 

already! And with it, comes another eclectic 

selection of writing to entertain and inform. 

Robin Corlett tells part 2 of Sarah’s story and Alex 

Thomson paddles a canoe across Loch Cuaich. 

Then just a little to the south, in Glen Dessarry, Julian 

Foot takes a walk with regular columnist Robert H 

MacDonald, whose column this time tells of a 

‘disaster’ on Fionn Bheinn. 

The summer and autumn meets are reported by 

Anne Butler, including her Grahams completion 

while at Crianlarich – needless to say, the usual 

Munro Society weather prevailed, and the drying 

rooms were well used. 

The age-old question of what does the Munroist do 

after climbing all the Munros (apart from Corbetts, 

Grahams and Munro repeats of course) - Glen 

Breaden had the answer – take a trip on the World’s 

most beautiful voyage – the Hurtigruten, up the 

Norwegian coast from Bergen to Kirkenes. Your 

Editor had similar ideas and followed suit a couple 

of months later. You can read all about our featured 

trip on pages 19 to 23. 

Our annual feature on the Alps, the Lindertis Diary, 

some diary date reminders, the Postbag and the 

results of this year’s Photographic Competition 

round things up. 

As you will read on page 4, the April edition is 

planned as a special to mark the centenary of 

Munro’s death, and several articles related to the 

occasion have been commissioned. Please send 

articles for the April issue by 28 February 2019 to 

simed44.ds@gmail.com (maximum 1,500 words), but 

PLEASE don’t leave it to the last minute! The earlier 

an item is received, the better the chance of it 

appearing in the next Newsletter (although we are 

always pleased to receive less time-sensitive articles 

to put in the ‘bank’ for future issues). Photos should 

be sent as separate JPEG files (maximum 2MB per 

photo) – please note that zip files are not acceptable. 

Also, drop a line to the Postbag section – we like to 

hear from you. 
TMS 
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